Spontaneous intracranial hypotension (SIH) is a condition caused by spontaneous spinal cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leaks. Clinically, it is characterized by orthostatic headache and may respond well to epidural blood patch. Other neurological presentations of SIH include diplopia, memory loss, hearing deficits, Parkinsonism, ataxia, obtundation and even coma.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is crucial in the diagnosis of this condition. Typical radiological features include diffuse pachymeningeal enhancement, descent of the cerebellar tonsil, a decrease in the size of prepontine and perichiasmatic cisterns, and subdural fluid collections. However, radiological imaging such as radionuclide cisternography or spinal MRI are not reliable in detecting the site of leakage. Myelography with iodinated contrast followed by thin-cut computed tomography (CT) or MRI of the entire spine has been shown as the technique of choice in defining the location of the CSF leak.

The management of CSF leakage at the low cervical level with an epidural blood patch has been reported. However, leakage at C1-2 is usually managed with surgical repair. One case report described the use of an epidural blood patch at the C2 level performed under CT guidance. We report a case in which a patient with CSF leakage at C1-2 was successfully treated with a high cervical epidural blood patch under fluoroscopic guidance. This case report also demonstrates that intrathecal administration of gadolinium (gadopentetate dimeglumine) can be a useful alternative to iodinated contrast in patients with true allergy to iodine.

**Case History**

A 39-year-old man with the diagnosis of spontaneous intracranial hypotension was referred for an epidural blood patch. He presented with a two-month history of orthostatic headache and severe occipital neck pain. Physical examination revealed a notable decrease in both systolic and diastolic blood pressures upon standing. Neurological examination was unremarkable except for a mild right-sided weakness.

**Figure 1. Typical MR findings in intracranial hypotension.** A) midline sagittal T1WI showing the “sagging brain” appearance with distortion of the anterior margin of the pons and medulla (long arrows), decreased vertical dimension of the suprasellar cistern and sagging tuber cinereum (dotted arrow) as well as the engorged pituitary gland (short arrow). B) axial T2WI showing effacement of the perimesencephalic cistern (dashed arrows) as well as the elongated AP dimension of the midbrain. C) axial FLAIR image showing small bilateral subdural fluid collections (arrowheads) with increased signal intensity indicating previous subdural hemorrhage. D) gadolinium enhanced axial T1WI demonstrating diffuse pachymeningeal (dural) enhancement (open arrows).
headache without any associated neurological symptoms. An MRI revealed features suggestive of SIH (Figure 1A-D). Previously, he underwent a spine MRI which failed to localize the site of leakage. As the common site for a CSF leak is usually at the thoracolumbar junction, an epidural blood patch was performed at the L1-2 level with 20 ml of autologous blood. The patient failed to respond to this injection. In our institution, our experience suggested that radionuclide cisternography had not been reliable in detecting the level of the leak. Because of the patient’s history of allergy to iodinated contrast media (documented anaphylactic reaction), we decided not to perform CT myelography at that time. A second attempt of epidural blood patch was performed at the T5-6 level. Again, he failed to respond and started to experience ataxia. After a discussion with the neuroradiologist, the patient decided to receive a spine MRI with an intrathecal injection of gadolinium (Magnevist; Schering, Berlin, Germany), an off-label use of this contrast.13,14 Following the insertion of a 22G spinal needle at L2-3 level, 3 ml of CSF was aspirated and mixed with 0.5 ml of gadolinium. The mixture was then slowly reinjected intrathecally over one minute. The MRI successfully revealed the leakage site at the C1-2 level (Figure 2A,B).

Because of the proximity of C1-2 level to the ‘sagging’ brain stem, an epidural blood patch at C3-4 was proposed to the patient. The procedure was performed with the patient in the prone position with fluoroscopic guidance. A 17 gauge Tuohy epidural needle was inserted at the C3-4 level at midline and the epidural space was localized with hanging drop technique, in which the epidural needle was filled with normal saline and the meniscus of fluid level could be seen at the hub of the needle. When the tip of the epidural needle entered the epidural space, the meniscus disappeared due to the negative pressure of the epidural space. A total of 15 ml of autologous blood was obtained from the dorsal vein of the right hand under sterile technique and injected into the epidural space. The patient tolerated the procedure well without any localized or referred discomfort.

The injection resulted in gradual improvement of the patient’s headache, and by day seven his headache was largely resolved. After three months, a follow-up MRI revealed persistent findings of intracranial hypotension and his headache recurred. The decision was to repeat the epidural blood patch at the same level. However, this time 0.05 mL of gadolinium was added and mixed with the autologous blood to confirm the distribution of blood around the leakage site. A total of 12 ml of blood was injected. A MRI performed immediately after the epidural blood patch showed a satisfactory spread of blood to the site of leakage (Figure 3A,B).

A follow-up MRI repeated four months later showed the disappearance of abnormal radiological features associated with intracranial hypotension. The patient remained asymptomatic one year following the second epidural blood patch.

**DISCUSSION**

This case report demonstrates the use of intrathecal gadolinium for the localization of high cervical CSF leakage for SIH, the successful non-surgical treatment of this condition with a fluoroscopic-guided high cervical blood patch and the potential use of gadolinium in tracking the spread of autologous blood in an epidural blood patch.

The sites of CSF leak are commonly found in thoracolumbar and cervicothoracic level.15,16 Because radionuclide cisternography has not been reliable in detecting the level of the leak,17,4 the initial approach in our institution is to perform an
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**Figure 2.** A and B. Sagittal and axial T1 weighted fat saturated images obtained after intrathecal injection of gadolinium. Note the small amont of leakage of gadolinium enhanced CSF into the posterior paraspinal soft tissues (arrows) at the C2 level.
epidural blood patch at the upper lumbar level. If the patient fails to respond, we will consider performing an epidural blood patch at the high thoracic level. In the present report there were two failed attempts to correct the leak with a ‘blind’ approach. Therefore, we decided to localize the site of leak with the off-label use of gadolinium in light of our patient’s history of iodinated contrast allergy. The MRI showed the presence of leakage at C1-2. Although leakage at the cervical level has been managed successfully with an epidural blood patch in literature, the levels described are at a lower cervical level. At higher levels, a surgical approach is recommended. Concern about a high cervical epidural blood patch is related to a high rate of discontinuity of the ligamentum flavum in the cervical region. In this region, imaging-guided needle insertion has been suggested. A CT guided high cervical (C1-2) epidural blood patch has also been reported. However, fluoroscopy is more accessible to anesthesiologist in the operating room. In our experience, the preferred position for a high cervical epidural blood patch is the prone position. In this position, the needle entry site can be precisely kept in the midline under fluoroscopic guidance. The arm with intravenous access for sedation medication is kept beside the body and the other arm is abducted 90° for venipuncture.

Presence of fluid collection in the retrospinal area does not always indicate the site of the CSF leak. In a case series of patients with spontaneous intracranial hypotension, Schievink et al reported the presence of retrospinal collection of fluid at the C1-2 level in three patients with a documented leak at lower cervical levels. The retrospinal collection at C1-2 may mislead surgeons to direct surgical repair of leakage at this level. However, in our patient, the intrathecal gadolinium could only be observed outside the spinal column at the C1-2 level. Thus, the leak was likely at the C1-2 level.

The safety of intrathecal administration of gadolinium has been well supported by the literature. In the first prospective human trial, no significant gross neurologic abnormalities, CSF changes, electroencephalographic alterations, MR morphologic evidence or MR signal changes related to the intrathecal gadolinium were seen on initial examination or on follow-up clinico-radiologic studies. The safety of low dose intrathecal gadolinium was further supported by a large series in humans. As described in our case report, the contrast agent was made further comparatively safe before subarachnoid injection by mixing a small volume of the medium with the patient’s native CSF. The resultant mixture was then injected slowly to avoid hypertonic reactions of the neural tissue with the introduction of gadolinium directly into the subarachnoid space. Furthermore, the dilution of gadolinium reduces the scavenging effects of the excess chelating agent inherent in the gadolinium preparation (free dimeglumine component) for calcium ions. Thus, it reduces the possibility of acute calcium ion deficiency related neural dysfunction on the surface of the CNS.

In conclusion, intrathecal gadolinium can be a useful alternative in the localization of CSF leakage in SIH. High C1-2 CSF leakage can be successfully treated with an epidural blood patch under fluoroscopic guidance and the addition of gadolinium to the autologous blood can be a valuable tool in examining the extent of the spread of autologous blood in the epidural space.
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